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Abstract 

Adverbs are words that are used to change, modify or qualify several types of other words 

including adjectives, verbs, or other adverbs. There are five basic types of adverbs in the 

English language, namely that of Manner, Time, Place, Frequency, and Degree. In the Arabic 

language, there are just two adverbs namely that of Time and Place. This research aimed to 

prove that the adverb of time exists in both Arabic and English languages and to compare and 

state the similarities and differences between the two languages. Most importantly, to show 

which were more the similarities or the differences? The results showed that the similarities 

were more than the differences despite the fact that the two languages are not from the same 

family.  

Keywords: Adverb of time, Grammatical study, Declinable or indeclinable, Inflectional and 

non-inflectional adverbs 

1. Introduction 

There are many differences between Arabic language and English language in grammar, 

sentence structures, quality and length of consonants. Arabic language belongs to the family 

of the Semitic languages, so its rules are completely different from the rules of English 

language, which belongs to Germanic family languages. Arabic words contain a triple root, as 
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all words and all parts of speech are formed by combining consonants with triple roots and 

fixed vowels. In Arabic, letter sounds depend on the consistency of the sentence, and the 

learner must know how to pronounce solar letters and lunar characters as well. The Arabic 

alphabet contains twenty-eight characters, while the English alphabet contains twenty-six 

letters. Many people who learn Arabic may make mistakes as a result of the absence of 

patterns in the English language that allow them to distinguish between nouns, verbs, adverbs 

or adjectives. Given the many differences between the Arabic and English languages, learners 

in both Arabic and English find it difficult to understand the intricacies of individual 

language. 

We expected that this research would be significant for both the instructors and the learners 

by providing them with a good descriptive analysis of the adverbs of time in both languages. 

By examining the similarities and the differences between the two languages, instructors 

could be able to predict the difficulties that might face the learners based on the contrastive 

analysis theory. Therefore, to explicate the adverb of time in both Arabic and English 

languages, 13 Arabic genuine adverbs of time were used to be compared and contrasted to 

their English counterparts to describe their provisions in terms of sections, case-ending, 

significance, deletion, presentation and delay in sentences, and to identify the similarities and 

differences in the two languages in the adverb of time, and to analyze this to reach results that 

are answers to the following research questions:  

1. What is the similarity and difference between the two languages in adverb of time? 

2. Which is more diverse similarity or difference? What is the significance of that? 

3. Is there a relationship between the two languages historically and factually?  

English has five basic types of adverbs namely: adverb of time, place, frequency, degree and 

manner. Adverbs in English provide a deeper description of verbs in sentences. Arabic has 

two types of adverbs namely: adverb of time and adverb of place. The other similar types, 

which are adverbs in English, are not adverbs in Arabic. In English, the adverb of time 

provides more information about when a verb takes place. Adverbs of time are usually placed 

at the beginning or end of a sentence. When the adverb is of particular importance to express 

the moment, it is put at the start of a sentence. Some adverbs of time are: never, lately, just, 

always, recently, during, yet, soon, sometimes, usually, so far. Examples: “so far, the 

contractor built three stores”; “I haven‟t seen my friend lately”.  

The Arabic language differentiates between time and adverb. Every verb that is formed 

indicates an action and time, and therefore, time is clarified by the form of the verb (past, 

present, and imperative), so every form of these verbs indicates an action in time, and so are 

all the verbs. 

In the Arabic language, there are words that denote time and called the name “noun” of time 

and this is a morphological connotation. These nouns are derived from the verbs and each 

starts with the letter “Meem”, “ً” For example, the sentence “ اىسبدسخ اىسبػخ اىشَس ٍطيغ ”, “The 

appearance of the sun is at six o'clock”, the word “ٍطيغ” indicates the time of the sun rising. It 
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is a morphological term related to the structure of the word and is grammatically treated as 

any other noun. 

As for the adverb or the locative adverb, it is a grammatical term related to the structure of 

the sentence. 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Contrastive Analysis 

This study was based of contrastive analysis theory. Contrastive Analysis means the 

comparison of two languages by focusing on the differences and similarities between them. 

Contrastive Analysis was developed in the USA as part of English Language Teaching (ELT) 

movement for a better way of teaching English and making learning process much easier and 

faster. 

In 1945, the American linguist C. C. Fries introduced the study of Contrastive Linguistics. He 

stated that, “the most effective teaching materials are those that are based upon a scientific 

description of the language to be learned, carefully compared with a parallel description of 

the native language of the learner”. (Fries 1945: 9). 

In 1957, Robert Lado continued this supposition in his book “Linguistics Across Cultures” 

through which he presented Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis. He proposed that, “Individual 

tends to transfer the forms and meanings and the distribution of forms and meanings of their 

native language and culture to the foreign language- both productively when attempting to 

speak the language and act in the culture and receptively when attempting to grasp and 

understand the language and culture”. (Lado 1957: 2).  

In other words, Lado claimed that learners of a foreign language fall back on their mother 

tongue and they are influenced by it. The learners tend to transfer sounds, words and 

grammatical structures of their native language to the foreign language. Lado added that if a 

sound, a word or a structure in the foreign language were similar to that in the native 

language, it would be easy for learners to learn because they would be a process of „positive 

transfer‟ or „facilitation‟. However, he claimed that points of difference between the two 

languages would be difficult for learners to learn, as there would be a process of „negative 

transfer‟ or „interference‟. (ibid).  

2.2 Adverbs 

Adverbs are viewed as a challenging aspect of language learning, because of the problems 

that the learners face. These problems are dealt with differently. Osborne (2008), Rankin 

(2010) indicated that these problems are related to syntactic reasons such as the placement of 

the adverb, or the type of the adverb. Hsue-Hueh Shih (2000) pointed out that problems are 

related to overuse or underuse of particular adverbs. 

Jackendoff (1972:47) stated that, “The adverb is perhaps the least studied and most maligned 

part of speech”, because at that time just few studies on adverbs were conducted. 
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Cinque (1999) was the first to investigate the places of adverbs using cross-linguistic data 

from English, French, Hebrew and Chinese. He said that adverbs have a fixed universal 

hierarchy, but when they occur in two different positions and meanings, then movement has 

occurred.  

Karin. C. Ryding (2005:290) said that, “Adverbial expressions of time fall into four 

categories: basic adverbs, single nouns and adjectives in the accusative, compound time 

demonstratives and phrases”. According to her, basic adverbs signify specific points in time 

and tend to persist in one form without changing for case or definiteness. (ibid) 

Pascual Pérez-Paredes and María Sánchez-Torne, (2014:180) indicated that, “The mastery of 

adverbs in spoken and written communication contributes greatly to achieving a native-like 

command of the language”. 

Marcella Frank (1972: 141) stated that adverbs are of three kinds: (i) Adverbs of Manner, (ii) 

Adverbs of Place and (iii) Adverbs of Time. On the functional level, Marcella Frank 

classified adverbs into five types: (i) Sentence Adverbs, where the adverb is looked upon as 

modifying the whole sentence rather than the verb, e.g. presumably, actually, fortunately. (ii) 

Conjunctive Adverbs, where they establish a relationship between one sentence or clause and 

the preceding sentence or clause, e.g. besides, otherwise, consequently, then, nevertheless. (iii) 

Explanatory Adverbs, where they illustrate or enumerate, namely. (iv) Relative, Interrogative 

Adverbs, they are When, Where, Why, How. The Relative adverbs are used to introduce 

adjective clauses while the Interrogative Adverbs are used in question or in noun clauses 

derived from questions. (v) Exclamatory Adverbs-How, where they are used with adjectives 

and adverbs. (ibid) 

3. Adverbs in Arabic and English 

The adverb in Arabic language is the container, and the adverb of everything is its container 

(Lisan Al-Arab.) The adverb in the grammar books is classified among accusatives, and it is 

called a locative adverb because in which the action takes place. The action is indicated by 

the verb or quasi-verb as active participle, and passive participle, therefore, in grammar it is 

an accusative participle on the discretion of “ٜف” “in” and is mentioned to indicate the time or 

place of the act, but if it is not at the discretion of “in” therefore, it is not an adverb. 

It is treated like other nouns. For example, the word “ً٘ٝ”, “day” can be an adverb or not. If it 

is considered ٜف "  ", “in” then, it is an adverb such as “ اىَسجذ إىٚ اىجَؼخ ًٝ٘ رٕجذ  ”, “I went to the 

mosque on Friday”. If it is not considered "ٜف" “in”, then it is not an adverb, for example, 

“ ٗرٕت اىجَؼخ ًٝ٘ جبء ”, “He came on Friday and left”, and “ ػظٌٞ ًٝ٘ اىجَؼخ ًٝ٘  ”, “Friday is a great 

day”, and “ ٍٝ٘ل رضٞغ لا ”, “Don't waste your day”. It is in these sentences are not an adverb but 

it is: a subject, a primate and an object respectively.  

4. The Types of the Adverb “  ” الظرف أنواع

The adverb of time indicates the time when the action occurred, and the adverb of the place 

indicates the location of the act. 

In this research, the adverbs of time in both Arabic and English were dealt with. 
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4.1 The Adverb in Arabic Is Vague and Limited 

4.1.1 The Vague Adverb 

The vague adverb is indicative of an unlimited amount of time, such as: “أٍذ “, “amad”, 

“forever”, “أثذا ”, “abadan”, “forever”, “دٕشا”, “dahran”, “forever”. 

4.1.2 The Limited 

Indicates a certain estimated time, such as: "سبػخ”, “hour”, “ ً٘ٝ “, “day”, “  month”, and“ ,“ شٖش

  .”year“ ,“ سْخ“

4.2 The Adverb in Arabic Is Either Declinable or Indeclinable 

“ متصرف وغير متصرف العربية في الظرف ”  

4.2.1 The Declinable 

The declinable are the nouns that can be used as adverbs, and cannot be used as adverbs such 

as: hour, day, week, month, year. For examples: His Almighty said: “ فٖٞب سٝت لا ٟرٞخ اىسبػخ إُ  ”, 

“The hour is definitely coming”, and “ صذقٌٖ اىصبدقِٞ ْٝفغ ًٝ٘ زإ ”. “This is a day that will 

benefit the truthful ones”, "The Hour" is an adverb of time, but it came up because it is the 

name of "Ana," "The Day", an adverb of time, but it came up because it was a predicate item 

for the primate.  

English has similar usages: nouns can be used as adverbs. Example: “he will come 

tomorrow”, “ “ ,”Tomorrow is another day“ ,“ غذا   سٞأرٜ ّٖبسآخش غذا  ”. In the first sentence 

“tomorrow” is an adverb, while it is a noun in the second sentence.  

4.2.2 The Indeclinable Adverb Is of Two Kinds 

The adverb of time is absolute accusative on the adverbial, such as: “قظ “, “qatt”, "  أثذا 

“ “abadan”,ِ"ػ٘ض",”awadh ,“ُأٝب”, “Ayan”, “ “ one night”, and“ ,” ىٞيخ راد  ,” ٍسبء صجبح

“morning evening”. 

What requires accusative on an adverbial, or genitive with one of the prepositions such as: 

“ٍِ”, “from”, “ٚإى”,”to”, “ٚحز”, “until”, etc. and such as: “before, after, when, now, ثؼذ ، قجو ، 

اُٟ ، ٍزٚ ” as God Almighty says: “By God, before and after.”, “ ثؼذ ٍِٗ قجو ٍِ الأٍش لله  ” 

In English Language, however, an adverb of time is a word which describes: when, for how 

long, or how frequently a certain action occurred. In the past, words like yesterday, last week, 

the day before, etc. are used, for example: “George bought a car yesterday”, “  سٞبسح ج٘سج اشزشٙ

 In the present words such as when, still, while, yet, etc. are used, for example, “They .” ثبلاٍس

haven't bought a car yet”, “ ٌثؼذ سٞبسح ٝشزشٗا ى  ”. In the future words like then, soon, tomorrow, 

next week, etc. are used, for example: “I will buy a house soon”, “ قشٝجب بثٞز سأشزشٛ ”. Adverbs of 

time in these examples are placed at the end of the sentences and is most often the case, but 

sometimes the adverbs of time are placed at the beginning of the sentences to put an extra 

emphasis on the time or duration being described. They are usually offset by a comma if 

appearing at the beginning of the sentence, although this is not always necessary. Examples: 

“Next year, I‟m going to hajj” “ ىيحج سأرٕت اىقبدٍخ اىسْخ " (Emphasizes a point in time.) “Now, I 
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have to sell the whole products and buy new machines.”, ُٟٝجت "ا   ٜ  اىَْز٘جبد مو أثٞغ أُ ػي

جذٝذح" آلاد ٗأشزشٛ  (Emphasizes now in a sequence of events.) “For 30 years, we‟ve been 

friends, and not once have fought.” (Emphasizes the duration of time.) 

In Arabic an adverb of time indicates the time at which an action or event occurred, for 

example: “ سبػبد سجغ "ػَيذ “ I travelled at night”, and“ ,” ىٞلا سبفشد , “I worked seven hours”: 

here the adverb came later than or after the verb, and this is the original way. But in “  طي٘ع قجو

سبفشد اىشَس ”, “I travelled before sunrise” and “ فٞٔ صَذ اىخَٞس ًٝ٘  ”, “Thursday I fasted”, the 

adverbs are placed in the beginning of the sentences for their importance. This is similar to 

English usage. In Arabic words that are used as adverbs have the priority to be placed in the 

beginning of the sentence because of their importance, for example: “ الله ّصش ٍزٚ  ”, “When is 

the victory of Allah”, ُآٝب” ٍشسبٕب  “ ,“When will be its appointed time (the Hour)”.  

5. Adverb in Terms of Case-Ending (إعراب)  

In Arabic the adverb is considered one of the accusatives and is called locative adverb, and 

the temporal adverb is absolute accusative, whether vague or limited as “I traveled at night” 

“ ىٞلا   سبفشد ,” on the condition that it includes the meaning of “ “ ٜف , “in”, and if it does not 

include the meaning “in”, then it is expressed according to its location and its factor.  

5.1 The Adverb Is Attached 

The adverb always needs something to be related to it, like the verb and its likeness, and it is 

similar to the preposition that needs something to be related to obligatory, and the related is 

either mentioned like: “I read an hour”, “ سبػخ قشأد  ” and “I missed a month”, “ شٖشا غجذ ” or 

obligatorily deleted such as: “the time of dawn, I traveled in it”, “ فٞٔ سبفشد اىفجش ٗقذ ”. The 

time here is accusative and its attachment is omitted and estimated silently. In Arabic, this is 

called accusative on "working". 

6. What Deputize the Adverb 

In Arabic language there are words that deputize the adverb and are accusatives in the same 

way. They are as follows: 

- The additive words (nouns added to others) “ اىٞٔ اىَضبفخ اىنيَبد ” which indicate the general: 

“ اىًٞ٘ مو ٍشٞذ ”, “I walked all day”. and “ اى٘قذ ثؼط   .”I read some time“ ,”قشأد 

- The description of the adverb, such as: “ ط٘ٝلا ٗقفذ ”, “I stood long”.  

- Demonstrative noun like: “ اىًٞ٘ ٕزا ٍشٞذ ”, “I walked today”. 

- The distinguished number by the adverb, such as: “ ٍٝ٘ب   ثلاثِٞ سبفشد ”, “I traveled thirty 

days”. 

- The infinitive that includes the meaning of the adverb like: “ اىؼصش صلاح جئزل ”, “I came to 

you during Asr prayer”.  

In English there is no such deputize.  
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7. Inflectional and Non-Inflectional Adverbs of Time 

Most adverbs are inflectional and changeable in Arabic except a number of concepts which 

are limited either to time or place. 

The non-inflectional or fixed adverbs of time are words pertaining to the adverb and used 

only as adverb, namely: 

 ”If“ ,”إذا“ 7.1

 is an adverb for the future that includes the meaning of the condition and is ,(if) ,”إذا“ -

concerned with entering the verbal sentence. The verb with it is past in pronunciation, and 

future in meaning in most of its uses. It is used with the present tense less than with the past. 

The two verbs met with “if”, “إرا”, in the words of the following poem: 

And the soul is willing if you desire it and if it returns to a little persuades 

رقْغ قيٞو إىٚ رشد ٗإرا سغجزٖب إرا ساغجخ ٗاىْفس    

“ :may be an adverb of the past only, as God Almighty said ,(if) ,”إذا“  -  ىٖ٘ا   أٗ رجبسح سأٗ ٗإرا

) “ إىٖٞب اّفض٘ا 11اىجَؼخ  ) “And when they see some merchandise or some amusement, they 

disperse heading to it”. 

 may be only adverbial that does not include the meaning of the condition such ,(if) ,”إذا“ -

as: “ رجيٚ إرا اىْٖبس ٗ ٝغشٚ إرا ٗاىيٞو ” ( 1،1 اىيٞو ), “by the night as it envelops and by the day as it 

appears in the brightness”. 

“ :may fall to surprise, as you say ,(if) ,”إذا“ - ثبىجبة صٝذ   فإرا خشجذ  “She went out, and Zayd 

was at the door”. Detailed explanation 4/97. 

 ”Because”, “When“ ,”إذ“ 7.2

“ :could be an adverb for the past time, such as God Almighty said” إذ“  اىزِٝ أخشجٔ إر   الله ّصشٓ فقذ

 for Allah did indeed help him when the disbelieves drove him out.”, and“ , ( اىز٘ثخ 04 ( مفشٗا “

it may be an adverb for the future, as God Almighty says: “  ” أػْبقٌٖ فٜ الأغلاه إر ٝؼيَُ٘ س٘فف

( 04/01 غبفش ) “, “They will come to know when iron collars will be rounded over their necks”. 

 :may not be an adverb in such cases as ”إذ“

- In the position of the addition to it, like: “ ٕذٝزْب إر ثؼذ 8ػَشاُ آه ) ”  )  ، “after you have guided 

us” 

- In the location of the object, as in the Almighty‟s saying “ ) ” قيٞلا   مْزٌ إر ٗارمشٗا 88 الأػشاف ), 

“and remember when you were but few”. 

- In the location of in place of as Almighty says “  ششقٞب   ٍنبّب   إٔيٖب ٍِ اّزجزد إر ٍشٌٝ اىنزبة فٜ ٗارمش

( 18 ٍشٌٝ )., “and mention in the book Mary when she withdrew in seclusion from her family to 

a place facing east”. 

- It is necessary to add to the sentences, and the sentence may be deleted and the “ِْٝ٘اىز 

“ “tanween” will remain in its place, such as: “   ػْذئز ”, “then”. 
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- In the location of surprise as you say: “ ٌ   صٝذ   ثْٞب ا سأٙ إر قبئ ػَش   ”, “while Zaid is standing he 

sees Omar”.  

 ”Matta” “When“ ,”متي“ 7.3

 is an adverb of time indeclinable on stillness (absence of a vowel), and could be an ”متي“

accusative demonstrative noun based on adverbial: as “ ؟ جئذ ٍزٚ  ”, “When did you come?”. It 

can be genitive by “ ٗحزٚ ٍِ  ”, “from and until”. When it comes conditioned, it is an adverbial, 

jussive and indeclinable on stillness and cannot be used in a genitive case.  

English has similar adverb of time that tells when something happened. For example: “When 

Ali talks to his instructor, he is really happy”. “ سؼٞذ حق مبُ ٍؼئَ اىٜ ػيٜ رحذس ػْذٍب() ٍزٚ  ”. 

 ”Ayaan” “When“ ,"أيان“ 7.4

It is an adverb for the future and is used as interrogative pronoun about time., and it is most 

frequently used in the areas of exaggeration, such as the words of God Almighty: ُاىذِٝ ًٝ٘ أٝب " 

“When is the Day of Judgment” ( 8 اىقٞبٍخ  ). “ayaan is made of two words “ay” and “aan” 

which means “any time”. The two concepts are reduced and became one. It may include the 

meaning of the condition, so the two verbs are put in the jussive case as in : “  رجذ   رجزٖذ   أٝبُ

  .”when you strive hard, you will find success“ ,” ّجبحب  

 ”Lama”, “When“ ,“ لمَا“ 7.5

It is an adverb for past time that means “ِٞح” or “إر” when” or “since”. It requires two 

sentences, both of which are past, such as: “ أمشٍزل صسرْٜ ىَب  ”, “when you visited me, I 

honored you”, and its place is accusative on the adverbial of its answer, and it is added to a 

sentence. Some scholars considered it a linking letter for the two sentences.  

As Arabic, English has the same adverb namely “when”. It is used to talk about the past, 

example: “When Sami bought a new house, he sold the old one”, “  ثبع جذٝذا, ثٞزب سبٍٜ أشزشٙ ىَب

اىقذٌٝ اىجٞذ ” 

Both the Arabic adverb “ىَب “ and the English Adverb “when” are used in the beginning of 

sentences as in the example above.  

 ”Qatt”, “Never“ ,“ قط  “ 7.6

It is an adverb of the past as a matter of immersion, and it is used after negation or 

questioning to denote the negativism of all parts of the past. Example: “ قظ   فؼيزٔ ٍب  ”, “I never 

did it”, “ قظ ٕنزا مبّذ ٍب  ”, “I was never like this”. In Arabic “  قظ ”, “qatt” comes at the end of 

the sentences, whereas, “never” in English comes within the sentences. 

  ”Awadh”, “Never“ ,”عوْض  “ 7.7

It is an adverb for the future as a matter of immersion, and it takes all that is received from 

the time, which is inflectional if it is added and it is non-inflectional if it is not added, and 

proceeds by negative to denote the negation of all parts of the future.  
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if I said: “ ض   أفؼئ أٗىِ ، أفؼئ لا  ٘  I never do it”. The meaning I won‟t do it at any time in the“ ,” ػ

future. We can‟t say: “ ػ٘ض فؼيزٔ ٍب  ”, “I didn‟t do it” because the verb is in the past. “  ض  ٘  ,”ػ

“Awadh”, “never” always occurs at the end of the sentences.  

In English “never” is as well a negative time adverb meaning “not at any time” but usually 

occurs within the sentences, examples: “Jim never comes on time”, “She has never been to 

London”. “never” could come in the beginning of the sentence in direct speech, example: 

“Never mind, my dear," said her father. In Arabic “  ض  ٘  Awadh”, never comes at the“ ,”ػ

beginning of sentences. 

7.8 “ وبينما بينا ”, “Bina” and “Binama”, “Between” and “While” 

They are two adverbs of the past time and their origin is “ِٞث “, “between” satiated “فزحخ “of 

the “nun”, the “لأىف ”, “a” is redundant, and so is “ٍب ”, “what” in “ثَْٞب ”, “while”, and they 

are obligated a lot to the nominal sentences and little to verbal sentences. 

Originally “ِٞث ”, is used for the place and used for time, such as: “ ٗاىؼصش اىظٖش ثِٞ جئذ  ”, “I 

came between noon and afternoon (Asr)”, and if it was followed by extra “ ام" , “maa” or “الأىف 

“, then it is specified for time. “ صٝذ أقجو إر قبئٌ أّب بأٗثَْٞ ْٞبث ” “While I was standing, Zayed came”. 

English usage of this adverb is similar to the Arabic usage. 

7.9 “ وبعد   قبل   ”, “Before and After” 

They are two adverbs of time, set up subjective on adverbial, or genitive by “ٍِ ”, “from” 

such as: “: ثؼذِٓ أٗ قجئِ ٍِ ،أٗ ثؼذٓ أٗ ، اىظٖش قجو جئذ  ”, “I came before or after noon, or before or 

after him. They may be for place as: “ ثؼذٕب أٗ داسك قجو داسٛ  ”, “my house before your house or 

after it”. They are from common adverbs. 

They are indeclinable on inductive case if they are cut of the addition of in pronunciation not 

in the meaning, so that the addition to remains in the intention as God Almighty says: “  الأٍش   لله

ثؼذ   ٍِٗ قجو   ٍِ  ” ( 0 اىشًٗ  ), “to Allah the matter from before and after”, that is, before the 

dominance and after it, then they are cut off from the addition by the word and meaning in 

order to deny, so that the addition is not intended and does not notice in the mind expressed 

about: “ ثؼذا   أٗ قجلا   رىل فؼيذ  ”, “I did so before or after”.  

7.10 “ ولدن لدى ”, “Ladi and Ladon”, “I Have” 

Two adverbs of time and space in the sense of (have) are indeclinable on stillness (absence of 

a vowel) and predominant in “ ُىذ ” that put in genitive case by “ٍِ” ,"from” as in Almighty 

says: “ ػيَب   ىذّب ٍِ ٗػيَْبٓ  ”, “and we have taught him knowledge from us” and may be put in 

accusative case on temporal adverb such as:” اىشَس طي٘ع ىذُ سبفشد  ”, “ I traveled by the 

sunrise”, or spatiality: “ ىذّل جيسذ  ”, “I stayed at your place”.  

If added to the “ٝبء ”, “yaa” of the speaker, the “ُّ٘ ” “Nun” is obligated to protect towards 

“ “ ladini” and this “ُّ٘ “Nun” may leave this ”,” ىذّٜ   and it may be added to the sentence ”ىذّٜ 

and to the single as: “ غشثذ أُ إىٚ اىشَس طي٘ع ىذُ ٍِ اّزظشرل  ”, “I waited for you from the sunrise 

until it set ”. 
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If “غذٗح ”, “tomorrow” is used after it as: “ غذٗح ىذُ جئزل  ”, “I come to you morrow,” it may be 

put in genitive in addition to “ُىذ ”and it may be put in accusative on “اىزَٞٞض ” to distinguish, 

or it could be a predicate to “ُمب ”, “kana” figured with its name. 

“ :is mostly used in the accusative case set up on the temporal adverb as ” ىذٙ“  طي٘ع ىذٙ جئذ

“ :I came at sun rise”. Or spatial as“ ,“ اىشَس ىذٝل جيسذ  ”, “I sat at you”, and it may be used in 

genitive case by “ٍِ ”, “min” as: “ الأسزبر ىذٙ ٍِ حضشد  ”, “I came from the professor), and “ُىذ 

“is not used intentionally in the speech on the contrary of “ٙىذ ” and “ػْذ “. we would not say: 

“ ػيٌ ىذّٔ  ”, “he has knowledge” you may say: “ ػيٌ ىذٛ  ” as His Almighty says: “ ٍضٝذ ٗىذْٝب  ”, 

“we have more”. You may say: “ ػيٌ ػْذٓ  ”, “he has knowledge”.  

“ ٗىذُ ىذٙ  ” are always used in the present, so we cannot say: “ ّبفغ مزبة ىذٛ  ” unless it is present, 

whereas, “ػْذ” is used for the presence and absence.  

“ ٗػْذ ٗىذُ ىذٙ  ” may not be used in a genitive case with a preposition other than “ٍِ”, “min”. it 

is wrong to say: “ ػْذٓ إىٚ رٕجذ  ” , but it is correct to say: “ اىٞٔ رٕجذ  ”, “I went to him”. 

7.11 “ لآنَ ا  “, “Alaan”, “Now” 

 is an adverb of time for the time that you are in. It is indeclinable on the accusative ” الآنَ “

case, and may be put in genitive by the prepositions: “ ٗحزٚ ٍْٗز ٍٗز ٗإىٚ ٍِ  ”, “from, to, from, 

until” indeclinable in the accusative case in the place of genitive case. 

English has the same adverb with same usages. Here examples of both adverbs: “from now 

on”, “ فصبػذا اُٟ ٍِ  ”, “since now”, “ اُٟ ٍْز  ”, “before now”, “ اُٟ قجو  ”, “not now”, “  ,” اُٟ ىٞس

“until now”, “ اُٟ حزٚ ”  

In English the adverb of time “now” means „at the present time‟ or „at this moment‟. “now” is 

usually used at the end of the sentence, example: “I lived in London before but I live in New 

York now”, “ “ ”I don‟t have any money now“ ,” اُٟ ثْٞ٘ٝ٘سك اػٞش ٗىنِ قجو ٍِ ثيْذُ ػشذ  ىذٙ ىٞس

اُٟ ٍبه  ”and “Can you eat now? ”, “ اُٟ رأمو أُ ارسطٞغ  ” It can be also used in the mid position, 

between the subject and the main verb of the sentence, example: “Sami now works in a big 

bank”.  

 ”Amas”, “Yesterday“ ,“ أمس“ 7.12

 if it is definite i.e. indicates (مسش) is temporal adverb. It is indeclinable on the genitive ,“ أمس“

the day before or previous day. 

It is permissible to be attached to “اه”, “the”, “الأٍس”, “yesterday”. It can be inflected 

unanimously, and it would be indefinite that does not indicate one day “yesterday”, but rather 

any previous day. 

English has only one usage which “yesterday” and the article “the” cannot be added to the 

adverb “yesterday” to become definite adverb as Arabic. 
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7.13 “ ومرْ  منر   ”, “Monthu and Moth”, “Since” 

“ ٍٗز   ٍْز    ” are two adverbs of time. “  which its origin neighbor is ” ٍْز  “ is diluted from ” ٍز  

“ٍِ ”, “from” and adverbial “إر ” so its ”  ٌٍٞ ”, “meem” became genitive in some languages by 

considering it original. 

8. Results 

A. Similarities between Arabic and English adverbs of time: 

1. In both languages, the adverbs add information about the verb, and they are named 

adverbs for the occurrence of the verbs, and it is called (Adverb) in English to add 

information or clarification to the verb. 

2. Declinable nouns in both Arabic and English can be used as nouns or as adverbs, e.g. 

“Tomorrow is a holiday”. In this sentence “Tomorrow is a noun”, but in “I see you 

tomorrow”, “tomorrow” here is an adverb. It is exactly the same in Arabic, e.g. “ ػطيخ غذا  ”, 

and “ غذا أساك  ” 

3. In English the Adverb of time is a word that describes: when, for how long, or how 

frequently a certain action occurs. “Yesterday” is used for the past. Still, while, yet, etc. are 

used for the present and in the future, soon, tomorrow, next week are used. Arabic adverbs of 

time as English adverbs indicate the time at which actions occur.  

4. Both English and Arabic adverbs are usually placed at the end of the sentences, but they 

could be placed at the beginning of the sentences if they are important. They can be placed in 

the middle of sentences. 

 is an adverb of time in Arabic means “when”. Both languages use this adverb ”ٍزٚ“ .5

exactly the same; e.g. “ ؟ جئذ ٍزٚ ”, “When did you come?” 

ب“ .6 ََ  lama”, “when” is an adverb used for past time in both Arabic and English and are“ ,”ى

used in the beginning of sentences, e.g. “when I saw you, I felt happy”, “ ثسؼبدح شؼشد سأٝزل ىَب  “. 

7. “ وبينما بينا ”, “bina” and “binama”, “between” and “while”. Arabic and English usage of 

this adverb is similar, e.g. “ اىط شٝق فٜ حبدثب سأٝذ سبئش أّب ثَْٞب ”, “While I was walking I saw an 

accident in the way”. 

8. “ ٗثؼذ   قجو   ”, “before and after” two adverbs of time in both Arabic and English. They are 

used exactly the same in both languages, e.g. “ ٗص٘ىٔ ٗثؼذ قجو ْٕبك مْذ ”, “I was there before and 

after his arrival”.  

9. “ َُ  alaan”, “now” is an adverb of time means „at the present time‟. Arabic and“ ,”اٟ

English use this adverb in a similar way in different places in the sentences, e.g. “  رزٕت أُ َٝنْل

“ You can go now” and“ ,“ اُٟ رزٕت أُ َٝنْل اُٟ ”, “Now you can go”. 

10. Adverbs include the meaning of (in), otherwise they were not adverbs but rather names 

that have the place of expressions.  

11. The pronoun of the adverb is put in genitive with a preposition in both languages. 
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12. In both languages, some adverbs can be used at the beginning, middle, and end of the 

sentences. 

B. Differences between Arabic and English adverbs of time: 

1. There are some words that can deputize the adverb in Arabic, but not in English. 

 qatt”, “never” is an adverb of time used after negation or questioning to denote“ ,” قظ  “ .2

the negativism of all parts of the past. In Arabic “  قظ ”, “qatt” comes at the end of the 

sentences, whereas, “never” in English comes within the sentences. 

3. The Arabic adverb of time “  ض  ٘  Awadh”, “never” always occurs at the end of the“ ,”ػ

sentences. English “never” is as well a negative time adverb, but usually occurs within the 

sentences. 

 , "اه" amas”, “yesterday” is an Arabic adverb of time similar to English, but if“ ,” أٍس“ .4

“the” is added to the Arabic adverb “أٍس ”, it would be indefinite and that does not indicate 

one day “yesterday”, but rather any previous day and that does not exist in English.  

9. Conclusion 

The adverb of time indicates the time when the act occurred, and it is used to answer the 

question of” when”. In this research, 13 Arabic adverbs of time were selected and were 

analyzed and compared to their 7 English equivalents. Although Arabic and English are from 

different language families, there were 12 similarities in the use of the adverb of time while 

there were only 4 differences. The results fulfilled and answered the research questions. It 

was expected that these results would be helpful for the learners as well as for the instructors 

by providing a good descriptive analysis of the adverbs of time in both languages. It was also 

expected that the learners would understand the differences and the similarities and use the 

similarities as a way of positive transfer as was indicated in the Contrastive Analysis 

hypotheses. In addition, they could use the differences to avoid the interference from the 

mother tongue in using the adverbs of time as well as creating an effective learning process. 

Furthermore, it was expected that the result of this research would be useful as a reference 

and an inspiration for other researchers to investigate the adverbs of time in other languages. 
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